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Abstract

On the line of Here-and-There logic by D. Pearce, this
work introduces a semantics based on Pertinence Logic
for the Stable Models semantics of Logic Programs pro-
posed by M. Gelfond and V. Lifschitz. This semantics
is useful for the strong equivalence of programs. Perti-
nence Logic is a causal formalism suitable for action de-
scriptions, thus this characterization contributes to the
relationship between the two major non-monotonic ar-
eas, namely, Logic Programming and Reasoning about
Actions.

Introduction

Consider the following two logic programs1

P1 P2
p +-- not q p ~-
pe-q

there is only one model for both, {p}. But when a
formula

q+--p

is added to both, the new program PlkJ{q +-- p} has no
stable model while P2 U {q ~- p} has {p, q} as model2.

So P1 and P2 have the same stable models but they
do not behave the same way to the addition of more
rules. The stable models of a program do not guarantee
that the program will behave equivalently--the same
models--to any other program with the same stable
models, when the same rules are added to both (strong
equivalence).

Pertinence Logic, that has been introduced as an ac-
tion formalism based on causality, can be used to give
an extended semantics to logic programs, thus the same
set of models for two programs would mean that the
programs are strongly equivalent.

This semantics defines for a program a set of models
that is a superset of the stable models of the program,
then a selection criterion will identify which ones of the

"Most of this work was done while I was visiting professor
at CS, University of Texas at El Paso in Spring 2000.

aFrom Problem 51 by V. Lifschitz on the Texas Action
Group (TAG) list.

2Answer by M. Gelfond to Problem 51 on TAG list.

models are stable. But in order to characterize strong
equivalence the whole set of models should be used.

Pertinence Logic
The formulas of some subset of the propositional clausal
Pertinence Logic (Otero 1997) are of the form

Ao ~- A1,... ,Am,notpAm+l,... ,notpAn (1)

where n _) m )_ 0, and each Ai is an atom. A theory
is a set of formulas. If a formula or a theory does not
contain the notp operator we call it positive.

An interpretation gives to every atom two truth val-
ues simultaneously, one from the set {T, F}, meaning
true and false, and another from the set {P, N}, mean-
ing pertinent and nonpertinent. Resulting in four pos-
sible combined truth values for an atom: TP, TN, FP,
FN; where, e.g., TP denotes true and pertinent, and
FN denotes false and nonpertinent.

An interpretation can be represented also by two sets
of atoms (T, P), where the set T contains the atoms
that are true independently on its pertinence value
TP and TN atoms--and the set P contains the atoms
that are pertinent.

Intuitively, an atom is TP when it is true and caused, :
while TN means that the atom is true but not caused.
Closer to Logic Programming intuitions, TP can be un-
derstood aa "true and proved", while TN would be "true
but not proved".

We define the truth and pertinence of the formula (1)
in an interpretation [ as follows.

¯ The body AI,..., Am, notpA,n+1,..., notpAn, is true
iff

(i) Ai E T, for all i : 1,..., m (all are TP or TN) 
(ii) Aj ~ T, for all j: m + 1,... ,n (all are FP or FN).

It is pertinent iff

(iii) Ai E P, for all i : 1,..., m (all are TP or FP) 
(iv) Aj ~. P, for all j : m + 1,..., n (all are TN or FN).

¯ Ao ~- A1,...,Am,notpAm+l,... ,notpAn is true iff
it is not the case that the body is true and pertinent
(TP) and the head (A0) is not 
The implication formula is pertinent in I iff the body
is pertinent or the head is pertinent.
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A formula A0 +- is true iff A0 is TP in I, and it is
always pertinent. It is an abbreviation for A0 ~- TTp,
where TTp is always true and pertinent. The negation
notp swaps T ~ F and P ~ N.

Note that the implication formula is true if it is not
pertinent, i.e., no interpretation makes it FN. Further-
more, the implication formula is true if the body is not
pertinent.

Intuitively, in Pertinence Logic, if all the positive
atoms AI ,..., Am are true, and all the negative atoms
A,n+t,...,An are false, this is not enough to imply a
particular value in the head of the formula. Only when
all the positive atoms have the pertinent value TP and
all the negative atoms have the nonpertinent value FN,
then the value TP is implied for the head.

An interpretation I is a model of a Pertinence Logic
theory r iff every formula of r is true in I.

Example 1 Consider the Pertinence theory {p ~-- q),
there are 16 interpretations. The counter-models ofp ~--
q are ((p, q), (q}), ({q), (p, q)) and ({q), (q)), 
q is TP, p cannot be TN, FP nor FN. The models are
the other 13 interpretations. O

We will be interested also in a selection of the models
of a theory r. A model M = (T, P) of a theory r 
a causal model of r iff there is no other model M’ =
(T’, P’) of r such as T = ! and P~ CP.

For causal models, the models with the minimal sub-
set of the pertinent atoms are preferred, when they have
the same true atoms. The causal models define a Non-
monotonic Pertinence Logic.

Example 2 The causal models of F = {p +- q} are
((P,q},(}), ({P},(}), ({q),()) and ((),{)). 
the unique causal model of r ~ = {q ~--,p ~ q) is
({p, q), (p, q}). 

Logic Programs and Pertinence Logic
A logic program is a set of rules of the form

Ao ~-- Al,...,Am,notAm+l,...,notAn (2)

where n > m > 0, and each Ai is an atom. If a rule or
a program does not contain the not operator it is called
positive.

The stable model semantics of a logic program (Gel-
fond & Lifschitz 1988) is defined in two steps. First let
II be a positive program, then the stable models are the
minimal sets of atoms M that satisfy the condition: For
each rule

Ao ~ A1,..., Am

from II, ifAi E M, for all i : 1,...,m, then Ao E M.
Now let H be a general program. For any set M

of atoms, let rl M be the program obtained from H by
deleting

1. each rule that has a formula not A in its body with
A E M, and

2. all formulas of the form not A in the bodies of the
remaining rules.

The program HM is positive; if M is the stable model
of this program then M is a stable model of H.

Given a logic program rule ~b, in the form (2), we iden-
tify the rule with the formula Pert(~b) in the form (1) 
Pertinence Logic. The negation as failure not, become
negation on pertinence and true notp, the implication
become the Pertinence implication. A logic program H
will be identified with the theory Pert(H) containing
the formulas corresponding to its rules.

Definition 1 (p-stable model) Given a Pertinence
Logic theory F, the models that only mention atoms
TP and FN are the p-stable models. O

A p-stable model M = (T, P) verifies that T = 
Define also p-stable causal models the causal models
that are p-stable.

Example 3 The p-stable causal model of the theory
F = (p +- q} is ((}, {)). The p-stable causal model 
F’ = {q ~--,p +-- q}, is ((p,q),(p,q}). 

The procedure to get the stable models of a program
H will be:

1. Translate the program H to the Pertinence theory
Pert(H). Get the models of Pert(H) (monotonic se-
mantics).

Get the causal models of Pert(H) (minimize perti-
nence).
Get the p-stable causal models of Pert(H), these are
the stable models of H simply considering TP is true
and FN is false.

The intuition on this relation between Pertinence
Logic and the stable models semantics of LP is as fol-
lows. The minimization of pertinence does the justifi-
cation of the atoms in the stable model, i.e., if there
is a possibility for an atom not to be pertinent then it
is nonpertinent so it is not proved. The idea behind
choosing only models with TP and FN is: every atom
that is true in LP must be ’proved’, so it must be perti-
nent and an atom TN does not make sense in LP; every
atom that is false in LP is false by default so an atom
FP (proved false) does not make sense in LP (at least
in non-extended programs).

Example 4 a) For a program H = {p +-- not q, q +--
not p}, the models of the corresponding theory
Pert(H) = {p +-- notp q, q +-- notp p} are

.

3.

((P,q},{P,q}), ((P,q},(P}), ({P},{P,q)),
({P,q},{q}), ((P,q},{}), ({P},{q)),
((q},(P,q}), ((q},{P)), ((},{P,q)),
((q),(q}),

({p}, {p}),

Ifp is FN then q must be TP, and symmetrically. The
causal models are ((p, q}, {)), ((p}, (p}), ((p}, 
({q}, {p}), ({q}, {q}), and ({}, {p, 

The p-stable causal models are ({p},{p}) and
({q}, {q}).

b) For a program H = {p +-- not p}, the models of
the corresponding theory Pert(H) = {p ~ notp p) 
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TN
FP

FN

TP TN
({p,q},{p,q}) > ({p,q},{p})

({P,q),(q}) > ({p,q},{})
({q},{p,q}) > ({q},{p})

({q},{q}) > ({q},{})

FP FN
((P}, {P, q}) ~ ({p},{p})

({p},{q}) ---+ ({p),())
({},{p,q}) ~ ({},{p})

({},{q}) --, ((},{})

Table 1: Pertinence models for two variables.

({p}, {p}), ({p}, {}) and ({}, {V}). So p cannot 
The causal models are ({p}, {}) and ({}, {p}). Because
p TP is minimized by p TN. There is no p-stable causal
model because in both T # P. Q

Example 5 For a program 111 = {P 6- not q,p ~- q},
the models of the corresponding theory Pert(111) 
{p 6- notpq,p ~- q} are

({P,q},{P,q}), ({P,q},{P}), ({V},{v,q}), ({P},{P}),
({P,q},{}), ({P},{q}),
({q},{P}), ({},{P,q}),
((q},{}), ({),(q}),

If q is FN or TP then p must be TP. The causal
models are ({p, q}, {}), ({p}, {p}), ({p}, {q}), ({q}, 
and ({}, {q}). The p-stable causal model is ({p}, {p}).

For a program 112 = {p 6- }, the models of the corre-
sponding theory Pert(II2) = {p 6-} are

({P,q},{P,q}), ({P,q},{P}), ({P},{P,q}), ({V},{P}),

Thus p is TP. The causal models are ({p,q}, {p}),
and ({p}, {p}). The p-stable causal model is ({p}, {p}).

Note that in Pertinence Logic Pert(112) ~ Pert(111),
but Pert(111) ~ Pert(112). In Nonmonotonic Perti-
nence Logic (causal models) Pert(II2) ~ Pert(111), 
Pert(II1) ~ Pert(II2). But considering the p-stable
causal models Pert(112) ~ Pert(111), and Pert(111)
Pert(II2).

The models of the formula q 6- p are

({P,q},{P,q}),
({P,q},{q}), ({P,q},{}), ({P},{q}), ({P},{}),
({q},{P,q}), ({q},iP}), ({},{P,q}), ({},{P}),
({q},{q}), ({q},{}), ({},{q}), ({},{}),

If p is TP then q must be TP.
When this formula is added to Pert(II1) the

causal models axe ({V, q}, {}), ({P}, {q}), ({q}, {}), 

({}, {q}). There is not p-stable causal model.
When this formula is added to Pert(II2) there is only

one model, ({p, q}, {p, q}), which is causal and p-stable.
O

A Graphic Device for Logic Programs

Table I shows the 16 interpretations in Pertinence Logic
for two propositional variables. The arrows follow the
minimization directions for causal models. The under-
lined models are the four p-stable models.

Figure 1 is a graphic representation of table 1. The
p-stable models axe represented by a black dot, while
the rest of the possible models are white dots.

¯ p-s~.able model

0 model

FN

Figure 1: Pertinence models for two variables.

pP,_

q,-p

p ¢- not p - I q ~- not; q. not p
p ¢- not: p. q-

Figure 2: Pertinence counter-models for the ’LP-form’
formulas with two variables.

Figure 2 is an extension of figure 1. The grey rect-
angles include the counter-models of the corresponding
formula with two variables. This figure can be used to
identify the stable models of a program with two vari-
ables. The procedure is:
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1. For each rule ~b of the program H, delete the dots
that are included in the rectangle named after the
rule. The dots that remain represent the models of
the corresponding theory Pert(H).

2. Work the minimization: From eaz.h dot M, if you
can move following one arrow to another dot M~ then
delete the first one, M. The dots that remain rep-
resent the causal models of the corresponding theory
Pert(H).

3. Look at the black dots remaining from the previous
step, they represent the p-stable causal models of the
corresponding theory Pert(H), and if you look only
at T and F, they represent the stable models of the
program.

Figure 2 and the previous procedure can be used to
identify if two programs are strong equivalent. Do only
step 1 of the previous procedure on the two programs,
if the dots that remain for both programs are the same
then the programs are strong equivalent.

Working with figure 2 it is clear that some dots go
always together, e.g. it is impossible to delete in step
1, separately, one of the four inner white dots without
deleting the other three. The restricted form (1) of the
formulas that is enough to translate any normal logic
program to Pertinence, does not have enough syntax to
represent formulas that would distinguish these models.

As we are interested in logic programs, we can reduce
the set of possible models in Pertinence Logic, so to
better match them with logic programs.

Definition 2 (p-normal model) Given a Pertinence
theory F, the models that only mention atoms TP, TN
and FN are the p-normal models. []

Given a model M = (T, P) it is p-normal if and only
ifPC_T.

Alternatively, a Normal Pertinence Logic can be de-
fined with only three truth values for the atoms: TP,
TN and FN.

Intuitively, from a Logic Programming point of view,
Normal Pertinence will consider only the truth values
that minimize p-stable models, which is equivalent to
forget (or do not have) the models that include FP val-
ues.

Table 2 shows the 9 interpretations in Normal Per-
tinence for two propositional variables. This table is
table 1 without the row and the column for value FP.

Table 2: Normal Pertinence models for two variables.

Figure 3 is the corresponding reduction of figure 2.
The formulas p +-- p and q +-- q, and the others with any

other literal in the body, e.g. p +-- p, q, are tautologies
(no counter-models). As well as formula p ~- q, not 
and similar3. This figure is enough to identify the stable
models of a program with two variables. The procedure
is the same as before.

p ,-
p,-q

q ~- not p

Figure 3: Normal Pertinence counter-models for the
’LP-form’ formulas with two variables.

Furthermore, figure 3 can be used to identify strong
equivalence among programs. The programs are strong
equivalent if after step 1 of the previous procedure, the
models are the same.

Compared with figure 2, in figure 3 every dot belongs
to a different set of rectangles.

Example 6 Consider the program HI1

q+-p
q +-- not p

is it strong equivalent to itself after the rule p ~-- not q
is added to it, H~ = 1"[1 U ~p ~-- not q)?

There is only one stable model for both, {q}.
After step 1 of the procedure both programs have the

same models in Pertinence except that H1 has one more
model than H2, viz. ({p}, {}).

Thus after step 1 we can not say whether these two
programs are equivalent or not. But if we try all the
possible rules to be added, all the possible extended
programs have the same stable models.

Looking at the square of figure 4, only two black dots
remain after l’i1 is runned in it. The white dots only
affect the black dots to which they are connected by
the minimization arrows. So white dots for which the
connected black dot is not a model, as it is the case in
this example, never show up. []

Definition 3 (p-dynamic-normal model) Given 
Pertinence theory F, a model M = (T,P) is a p-
dynamic-normal model iif P C T and there is a p-stable
model M’ = (T’, T’) of r such as T = T’. 

Every model that is not p-normal is not a p-dynamic-
normal model, for any theory. Also every p-stable
model is a p-dynamic-normal model.

3There are two kinds of tautologies: i) when the head
is also present in the body, and ii) when the body has 
complementary pair of literals.
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q ,- p

p ~- not q

Figure 4: Isolated Models in Normal Pertinence.

Let us extend the graphic procedure to identify
strong equivalence. The first step is as before but a
new second step is added. The procedure is:

1. For each rule ¢ of the program H, delete the dots
that are included in the rectangle named after the
rule. The dots that remain represent the models of
the corresponding theory Pert(H).

2. Normalize: Delete all white dots that do not have an
incoming arrow from a remaining black dot.

To find whether two programs are strong equivalent,
apply the procedure; if the dots that remain are the
same for both programs, they are strong equivalent.

Characterization Results
In this section it is shown that given a logic program,
the p-stable causal models of the corresponding perti-
nence theory characterize the stable models of the pro-
gram. To this end a ’Gelfond-Lifschitz’-like transforma-
tion is defined in pertinence.

Definition 4 (G-L transformation in Pertinence)
Let M -- (T, P) be an interpretation of a Pertinence
Logic theory F with formulas in the form (1), let T be
the theory obtained from F by deleting

1. each implication formula that has a subformula
notp A in its body with A E T, and

2. all subformulas of the form notp A in the bodies of
the remaining implications. O

The theory rT is positive.

Lemma 1 If M = (T, P) is a model of a Pertinence
Logic theory r, with formulas in the form (1), such that
P C_ T (p-normal model), then M = (T, P) is a model
offT.
Proof. It is only needed to show that M is a model of

the formulas that remain--case (2)--reduced in FT. In
case (2), when the implication has subformulas notpAj,
then all Aj ~ T, otherwise the whole implication is
deleted--case(I).

Let cT E FT be the reduced formula of ¢ E F. Con-
sider that M is not a model of cT, then the body is
true and pertinent and the head is not TP. If the body
of ¢7" is TP in M, so it is the body of ~b in M, because

the rest of the subformulas notp Aj of ~b are true and
pertinent (all Aj ~. T, and as P C T, all Aj ¢ P). (If
the formula is a fact in F its ’body’ is of course TP.) If
the head is not TP then M is not a model of ¢ what
contradicts the assumption. Q

There are models of Pertinence theories that are not
models of its G-L transformation. Consider the the-
ory r = {p +-- notp p} and the model M = (T, P) 
({}, {p)), i.e., p is FP. It is a model off because notpp
is TN in M, so the body is true but it is not pertinent,
then the head does not need to be TP, and FP in the
head satisfies the implication. The theory rT, is {p ~)
because p ~ T. There is only one model of r T, namely
M’ = ({p}, {p}), thus M is not a model of T.

This also shows that the causal models of a Perti-
nence theory F does not need to be causal models of
FT. But the p-stable models of a theory are p-stable
models of its G-L transformation.

Lemma 2 Given a logic program H, and M = (T, P) 
model of the corresponding Pertinence theory Pert(R),
such that P C T, then P is a model of the positive
program l-IT.

Proof. Let M = (T, P) be a model of Pert(R), such
that P _C T, by Lemma 1, M = (T, P) is a model 
the reduct Pert(H) T. Suppose that P is not a model
of HT. Then there is a reduced rule cT in HT that
is not satisfied by P, i.e., the body is in P and the
head is not in P. Consider the corresponding formula
Pert(C)T = Ao ~" Ax,.. . ,Am in Pert(H)T. Then Ai ¯
Pforalli:l,...,mandA0 CP. AsPC_T, Ai ¯T
for all i : 1,..., m. So the body of the formula is true
and pertinent and the head is not pertinent in M, what
contradicts the fact that M is a model of Pert(C)T. []

Lernma 3 Given a logic program H, and a set P satis-
fying HT, such that P C_ T, then M = (T, P) is a model
of the corresponding Pertinence theory Pert(H).

Proof. Let H be a logic program and P a set that
satisfies HT,. Consider M = (T, P), we verify that this
is a model of Pert(H).

Consider the rules ¢ that are in HT but reduced, we
verify that M is a model of the corresponding formulas
Pert(¢) E Pert(H). Since P satisfies the condition on
stable models for each reduced rule ~br in HT, if it is
the case that Ai G P for all i : 1,..., ra, then Ao ̄  P.

Also Ao ̄  T, since P C_ T. So when it is the case of
the semantics of the implication formula in Pertinence,
namely the body is true and pertinent, then the head
is also true and pertinent in M.

Consider the rules ¢ of H that are not in HT, then
Aj G T for some j : m + 1,...,n, implying that the
body of the implication Pert(C) is not true in M, thus
M is a model of Pert(C). 

The condition on P C T in Lemma 3 is essential.
Consider the program H = {p +--}, and T = {}, then
P = {p) satisfies T. But M= (T, P) is nota mode
of Pert(H).
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Theorem 1 Every stable model of a logic program H
is a p-stable causal model of Pert(if).

Proof. Suppose that T is any stable model of H;
then it is the minimal set satisfying II y. Consider the
corresponding p-stable model M = (T, P), where T 
P. So it is a p-stable model. By Lemma 3 M is a model
of Pert(H).

We show that M is a causal model of Pert(if). Sup-
pose not, then there is a model M’ = (T’,P ~) of
Pert(H) with T’ = T and P’ C P,i.e. P’ C T. By
Lemma 2, P’ is a model of HT, and as P’ C T then
T is not a minimal set satisfying 1-IT, what contradicts
the fact that T is a stable model. 0

Theorem 2 Given a logic program H, every p-stable
causal model of Pert(H) is a stable model of II.

Proof. Let II be a logic program and M = (T, P) a 
stable causal model of Pert(H), thus T = P. We verify
that P is the minimal set satisfying IIT. By Lemma 2,
P is a model of HT. Suppose it is not the minimal set
that satisfies HT then there is a set P’ C P that satisfies
HT. Consider M’ = (T, P’) by Lemma 3 this is a model
of Pert(H) what contradicts the fact that M = (T, P)
is a causal model. [3

Related Work
This work is inspired in previous work by D.
Pearce (Pearce 1997). He characterizes stable mod-
els semantics as a nonmonotonic logic--Equilibrium
Logic--a form of minimal model reasoning in the
logic of here-and-there. The monotonic logic of here-
and-there would correspond to (monotonic) Pertinence
Logic while Equilibrium Logic would correspond to
NM-Pertinence logic.

The models structure of these logics can be repre-
sented by a pair of sets of atoms (H, T), denoted ’here’
and ’there’, where4 H C T.

For an implication formula in the form (2) T satisfies
the formula iff whenever

(i) A~ E T, for all i : 1,...,m and

(ii) t fT,forall j : m + 1,.. ., n,

then Ao E T.
And H satisfies the formula if[ T satisfies the formula

and whenever

(i) Ai E H, for all i :1,...,m and

(fi) Aj f~ T, for all j : m + l,...,n,

then .40 E H.
If both T and H satisfy the formula then (H, T) is 

model of it.
This defines the monotonic logic of here-and-there.

The minimization criterion for the (nonmonotonic)
Equilibrium Logic is as follows.

4This relation belongs to the structure of the model, so
no models are defined that do not verify this. This condition
is essential, in the sense that the semantics is not enough to
forbid these structures.

Given a theory r, a model (H, T) is h-minimal if[
there is no model of P, (H’,T’) such as T = T’ and
HI cH.

Given a theory F, a model (H, T) is an equilibrium
model iff it is h-minimal and H = T.

The direct relation with Pertinence identify H with
the set P of pertinent atoms, and T with the set T of
true atoms. Thus the h-minimal models would corre-
spond to causal models in Pertinence. And equilibrium
models to p-stable causal models. (Both corresponding
to the stable models of the program.)

Table 3 shows the 9 interpretations in here-and-there
logic for two propositional variables. This table is sim-
ilar to table 2 in Normal Pertinence but the sets are
iT, H) instead of (T, P). The arrows follow the mini-
mization directions for h-minimal models. The under-
lined models are the four that verify T -- H (possible
equilibrium models).

p\q TH T
TH ({p,q},{p,q}) ~ ({p,q},{p})

T ((p,q),(q)) ~ ((p,q},{))
({q},{q}) ~ ({q),{})

({p}, {p})

Table 3: Here-and-there models (T, H) for two vari-
ables.

Figure 5 is a graphic representation of table 3. The
possible equilibrium models are represented by a black
dot, while the rest of the possible models are white dots.
The grey rectangles include the counter-models of the
corresponding formula with two variables.

p ,-
p ~-q

q ,-
q c- not q
q ~- not q, p

p *- not q

p ~- not p [ q ,- not; q, not: p
p ~- not p, q p ~- not; p, not. q

Figure 5: Here-and-there counter-models for the ’LP-
form’ formulas with two variables.

This figure is enough to identify the stable models of
a program with two variables. The procedure is similar
to the one in pertinence logic.

Furthermore, figure 5 can be used to identify strong
equivalence among programs.

Compared with the square of Normal Pertinence (fig-
ure 3), figure 5 has four rules with a different set
of counter-models. The rule p +-- q, has one addi-
tional counter-model (same for q +- p), and the rule
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p ~- not p, q (same for q e- not q,p), has also one addi-
tional counter-model.

This is a graphic explanation how here-and-there is
closer to stable models than pertinence. These interpre-
tations are models of the pertinence implication, and
only have not to be considered for strong equivalence
of programs (p-dynamic-normal models). But these in-
terpretations are already counter-models of the here-
and-there implication. Here-and-there requires rules to
satisfy T, while pertinence logic does not. An addi-
tional formula can be added to the translation of each
rule to pertinence logic to achieve this behavior

AI A... A A,, A -,Am+l A... A -,A, D A0 (3)

with a ’classical’ semantics such that when the body
is true the head has to be true (independently on its
pertinence).

Here-and-there as a intuitionistic logic, verifies the
contraposition of implication in one direction

¢ ~- ~ ~ -,~ ,- -,~ (4)
Pertinence logic, aa a causal formalism, does not verify
this contraposition. (This fact is basic for the solution
to the ramification problem in actions.)

Discussion

While action descriptions in pertinence logic use the
same causal implication than here for action laws and
domain constraints, the difference is in the use of nega-
tion. The negation typically used in actions is more
’classical’, viz., negation only in truth. But other kind
of negations have shown its usefulness, e.g., a negation
in pertinence for diagnosis of dynamic systems (Otero
& Ow.ro 2000).

The mh~rnization criterion used here is the same as
in the other applications of pertinence logic: minimize
pertinence for the same truth. In this sense the axiom
for LP would be

hop p D notp p

meaning "what is nonpertinent has to be false (and non-
pertinent)". This axiom actually selects the p-stable
models.

In action descriptions, the focus is not restricted to a
fixed subset of the models (p-stable) but all the models
are considered. A typical inertia axiom in action is
nopp~ D (Pi --T Pi-l), meaning "what is nonpertinent
has the same truth aa before (persist)".

Pertinence logic shows up as a common basis for the
two major non-monotonic areas.

Pertinence logic constitutes also an alternative defini-
tion of ’strong’ negation in logic programs--the atoms
that are false and pertinent--that is suitable for actions.
This is also a difference with intuitionistic logics, that
are defined with the requirement of inclusion between
two consecutive worlds.

Action domains is one of the most important ap-
plication of stable models. It would be interesting to

compare, in the light of this characterization, these two
ways to describe a domain.

The differences between here-and-there and perti-
nence do not seem important when the subject is sta-
ble models. Though there are differences, for instance,
not q ~- not p is equivalent to p ~ not p, q in here-
and-there, but it is not the case in pertinence. There
are other characterizations of stable models based on
3-valued logics (e.g. (Przyrnusinski 1990)) but they 
not constitute a monotonic characterization.

For strong equivalence, the addition of the same set
of formulas to two pertinence theories corresponding
to two logic programs deletes the same models in both
(pertinence logic is monotonic). Thus if the two theories
had the same set of models before the addition, they will
continue to have the same subset after any addition, and
the stable models will be the same.

Logic programming has a restricted syntax so actu-
ally it is not needed to have a complete coincidence on
the monotonic models of the pertinence theories. (Fur-
thermore, stable models focus on a fixed set of models
(p-stable), though this would not be the case for other
semantics of LP when viewed from pertinence logic.) 
similar study can be carried out in action descriptions
where the complete syntax of pertinence logic is rarely
used.
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